RESEARCH INTERESTS
Michael Sturek, M.S., Ph.D.
The general aim of our research program is to understand cellular and molecular Ca
signaling mechanisms for in vivo cardiovascular phenomena. We conduct research
encompassing experimental approaches at all levels – clinical, whole animal, organ, tissue,
cell, and molecular – translational research. Creative basic research can be done with a
constant focus on the ultimate aim of improving devices, drugs, and imaging methods
to diagnose and treat cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
Translation of biomedical research from “bench to bedside”, or from basic science to clinical
relevance in an academic medical center, requires intensive work on biological models on
Figure 1 Comparative medicine
multiple levels of complexity (Figure 1). Work must progress from the medicinal chemist approach to translational research
doing molecular modeling and synthesis, to cell culture, organ culture, simple animal
models such as c. elegans, to mouse, rat, rabbit, dog, pig, sheep, primate, and finally
humans (i.e. bedside). Numerous failures have occurred in translation of promising findings
in mouse and lower animals to human clinical medicine (Figure 1 X). Such failures might be
avoided if researchers have comprehensive knowledge of animal models and also more
extensively use models (e.g. pig) more closely mimicking humans. A strong comparative
medicine approach is desperately needed to facilitate translational research.
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Our research program primarily involves calcium transport adaptations in vascular
endothelial and smooth muscle cells after several in vivo manipulations: 1) exercise training
(treadmill exercise.mpg), 2) the metabolic syndrome (“pre-diabetes”), and 3) diabetes. Each
of these conditions requires chronic treatment of intact animals and study of isolated
tissues and single cells from these animals. A major aim is to bridge in vivo studies with
reductionist studies of Ca transporters at the cellular and molecular levels. Our main
focus is coronary artery disease. Diabetes studies epitomize our research approach
because the four-fold increase in coronary artery disease in humans has neuroendocrine,
metabolic, and vascular mechanisms; thus, a vertically integrated approach is optimal..
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For example, our in vivo (whole animal) studies involve hemodynamic and insulin
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sensitivity measures in conscious pigs (Figure 2, top). A chronically indwelling vascular
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catheter permits sampling of venous blood and injection of somatostatin, glucose, and Fig. 2. In vivo glucose regulation
insulin or other drugs. Classical insulin sensitivity tests determine the insulin-induced
clearance of glucose from the blood as shown in the graph of Figure 2. One strength of the pig
model is that it permits monitoring of the time course of changes in insulin resistance,
cardiovascular variables, plasma lipids, and neuroendocrine factors that may underlie coronary
artery disease in the metabolic syndrome and diabetes. The pig model has enabled us to
characterize this "diabetic milieu", including proteomics and mechanisms of accelerated
atherosclerosis (2;3). We established a breeding colony of Ossabaw miniature swine that
express a metabolic syndrome phenotype (4) and we have commercialized the swine, thus
creating a rich resource for biomedical engineering and pharmacological applications. Figure 3. In vivo coronary
angiography (top) for

Organ level approaches utilize angiography in Figure 3 (Angio in-stent stenosis.mpg) to assess a balloon deployment of
coronary stenosis (arrow, top) and deploy drug-eluting stents with intravascular balloon catheters drug-eluting stent (bottom)
(bottom). Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional view of an intravascular ultrasound catheter in an
atherosclerotic coronary artery of an Ossabaw metabolic syndrome pig. The
intima (blue shading) encroaches on the lumen creating a stenosis and
limiting blood flow. Figure 5 shows deployment of a drug-eluting stent (yellow
arrows, rectangles) that restores the blood flow. Intravascular ultrasound
techniques are used clinically, thus we are in a strong position to compare
thoroughly the in vivo pig model with coronary artery disease in humans.
Intracoronary wires also measure coronary flow velocity, which largely
assesses microvascular control. (adenosine-induced CBF.mpg)
The Figure 4. Intravascular Figure 5. Stent
combination of our Ossabaw swine model of atherosclerosis and ultrasound of stenosis deployment
accelerated in-stent restenosis with intravascular catheter methods enables selective targeting of molecules by gene
and drug delivery to coronary arteries in vivo. These studies are opportunities to merge invasive cardiology with membrane
physiology and pharmacology studies below.
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Some of our cellular studies on diabetes involve exposure of isolated arteries and
vascular cells to insulin and other neuroendocrine factors of the "diabetic milieu" (e.g.
endothelin, UTP, adenosine) (5). This in vitro approach is probably the most widely used
in the literature because of its relative simplicity and tight experimental control. Indeed,
long-term in vitro culture of arteries, so-called "organ culture", has revealed upregulation of
endothelin and P2 nucleotide receptors at the single smooth muscle cell level, thus
providing a convenient model of "atherosclerosis in a dish" (6). Arteries can be maintained
for days in serum-free medium and exposed to vasoactive agents to determine
proliferative responses (7). Vascular wall thickening due to smooth muscle proliferation is
clear in the “atherosclerotic” artery in Figure 6 (bottom right) compared to the healthy
artery (bottom left). Ion channel studies using the patch clamp technique are also Figure 6. In vitro organ culture
conducted on this model. Our desire for application of these in vitro findings to the intact
organism always returns us to the whole animal model to determine if organ cultured arteries
behave similarly to coronary arteries of metabolic syndrome and diabetic pigs.
Tissue level studies have involved simultaneous measurement of myoplasmic free Ca and
contraction of coronary artery rings (8). Such measures enable important functional
measures of receptor and Ca regulation found at the cellular level, whether derived from
organ cultured arteries or freshly harvested from animals. Importantly, our purely in vitro
studies provide a knowledge base for design of studies and interpretation of our results on
cells isolated from intact animals exposed to chronic physiological stress (e.g. exercise),
pathology (e.g. metabolic syndrome), and biomedical devices. Our program has published
more extensively on intracellular Ca signaling and ion channels in coronary smooth
muscle and endothelium than any other group in the world (e.g. ref. 1).
One molecular approach that our lab has taken is to localize molecules within tissues and
cells using deconvolution and confocal microscopy imaging techniques. These powerful
digital imaging techniques reveal molecular and subcellular events such as nuclear Ca
2+
localization (7;9) and protein tyrosine phosphorylation (10) elicited by endothelin, other Figure 7. Nuclear Ca signaling
neurotransmitters, and disease. As shown in Figure 7 nuclear Ca is imaged
with confocal microscopy in coronary smooth muscle cells using fluo-3
(green). Optical sections of the nucleus stained with the DNA indicator SYTO64 (orange) were collected at 0.5-µm intervals through the entire cell volume,
and the nucleus was three-dimensionally reconstructed to verify that the fluo3 focal plane lay within the nucleus (9). (nucleus fluo-4 mid-plane.mpg,
nucleus fluo-4 out of plane.mpg) Effects of endothelin and neurotransmitters
on coronary artery disease in diabetes might be more related to effects on
cell growth rather than smooth muscle contraction. Thus, molecular cytology
of DNA content, etc. complements these other imaging approaches. DAPI
measures of DNA content (blue) and 3-dimensional distribution of
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) shown by DiOC (green) in Figure 8 reveal
Figure 8. Spatial association of nucleus and SR
extensive spatial association of the nucleus and SR in healthy, differentiated
coronary smooth muscle cells, suggesting a role in gene expression (6). Importantly, all these molecular cytology techniques
can be used on minimal tissue harvested from animals after chronic in vivo conditions.
Molecular cloning has identified that the P2 nucleotide receptor up-regulated in coronary instent stenosis in the pig is a unique UTP-preferring P2Y2 subtype that responds also to ATP and
other nucleotides and mediates proliferation (11). We further found that the proliferation by ATP
still occurred after breakdown of ATP, thus was mediated by the metabolites AMP and
adenosine. This lead to our discovery and cloning of a novel A1 adenosine receptor that
mediates proliferation, as shown by the bromodeoxyuridine (blue) incorporation into DNA in
cultured coronary smooth muscle (green actin staining) in Figure 9 (12;13). This novel finding
challenged the historical understanding of the vascular protective effect of adenosine because
adenosine had been shown to be exclusively anti-mitogenic in aortic smooth muscle through the
A2B receptor subtype.
Our integrative experimental approach at all levels is shown again in our discovery that
Ossabaw miniature swine have a single amino acid mutation (Val199Ile) in the adenosine Figure 9. Adenosine-induced
monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) regulatory γ3 subunit (14). The naturally coronary smooth muscle
proliferation
occurring Val199Ile mutation in AMPK is associated with low muscle glycogen and increased
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intramuscular fat, consistent with the obese, metabolic syndrome phenotype of the Ossabaw pig in all its
complexity. It remains to be determined whether the mutant AMPK impairs whole body exercise
performance in the Ossabaw pig (Ossabaw treadmill Rear View Waddle 3.mpg) and humans. At the
cellular level, normal AMPK inhibits vascular smooth muscle proliferation; thus, we hypothesize that the
mutant γ3 regulatory subunit of AMPK expressed in coronary arteries in Ossabaw swine contributes to
increased proliferation after coronary stenting. We continue our characterization of the Ca transporters
by which AMPK, UTP, adenosine, etc. modulate proliferation, with a focus on transient receptor potential
channel (TRPC)-mediated Ca influx and SR Ca uptake that are modulated in atherosclerosis (15, 16).
We have pursued our Ca regulation studies further in vivo using 18F-NaF positron emission tomographycomputed tomography (18F-NaF PET-CT) to detect microcalcification deposited extracellularly in the
vasculature. Figure 10 shows a sagittal section of the heart and major vasculature with a predominance
of 18F-NaF in the spine (top, orange) and sternum (bottom). The 18F-NaF PET-CT method may provide a
very sensitive measure of vascular microcalcification in humans early in coronary artery disease (17). Figure 10.

18F-NaF

PET-CT

Some of the main Ca transporters discussed in this summary involved in Ca regulation in
contractile, proliferative, and osteogenic coronary smooth muscle phenotypes are shown
schematically in Figure 11 (modified from ref. 1). This working model is continually refined
as we learn more. We are confident that our approach is a model of integrative
biomedical research, whereby creative and powerful cellular and molecular
techniques can be used optimally to improve devices, drugs, and imaging methods
to diagnose and treat cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
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Figure 11. Ca regulation in coronary
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